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gets input on union
- by Debbie Dutton
Staff Writer
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atmosphere of the union as well as
how many times per week and at _
what times they frequented the Proposed reno%ations to the
building. They also answered to what
Memorial Union will reflect the
extent they utilized the current prodesires and needs of the university
grams and service.
community, said David M. Rand,
The services most used were the
associate dean of Student ,Activities
Bears' Den, the bookstore and the
and Organizations.
newscounter. The least used proLast April, University of Maine - -grams were those offered by The
President Dale Lick appointed a
Union Board including films and
planning committee comprising concerts.
students, faculty and staff to study
In the next section of the survey,
what it thought were some of the propeople were asked to rate the imporblems with ihe existing union.
tance of a list of possible expanded
At the end of last November, the
programs and services. Among those
committee sent out surveys to a ranrated most important were a 24-hour
dom sample of students and faculty,
study area, a full-service bank and a
Rand said the surveys were mailed
salad/natural food bar.
cording to a computer list of every
Rand said he thought the
10th student name on file and every
preference for this type of food serfifth faculty name. He also said that
vice was a reflection of a growing
out of 1,725 mailed surveys. 880 were
health awareness in society.
returned.
The final section of the survey
"The high percentage of returns is
dealt with personal information and
indicative of the university communidemographics.
ty's interest," he said.
Sixteen percent more females than
The survey asked people several
males respondedt_ sad a Little more
things about the Union as it is now.
Respondents were asked to rate the
(i.e
7)
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Country retains old. charm despite
Western influences,-professor says
-by Lisa Cline
Stuff Writer

He said the government Mas had to
close access to some tourist attractions
because of the vast number of sightseers
The diNersity and beauty of the wanting to view China's historical sites.
Chinese countryside, the charm of its
Wilkinson said Richard Nixon's visit
people and their simple lifestyle have to China in 1972 opened the country up
made China a premier tourist attraction. to Americans. The flood of tourists has
Norman Wilkinson, UMaine professor not stopped since.
of theatre, has visited China three times
The increase in travelers to China has
and says Western interest in the country resulted in the introduction of some
hosPiqued dramatically
1ètrip—Western MummaIgo the country such
in MS iss. a merchant marine.
as free enterprise and rock 'n' roll, he
Sneaking at the Maine Center for the said.
Arts on Wednesday, Wilkinson said that
Yet, Wilkinson said, the Chinese peoin the early days of Communist rule, the ple have retained their traditional way
of
Chinese government kept strict control life.
over who was permitted to enter the
Wilkinson also presented a video,
country.
"China: A World of Difference,"
Since then,.d. governmental which depicted the Chinese lifestyle
.
restrictions have loosened and the counAccording to the film, the majority of
try is now experiencing a boom in the population remains peasant
farmers,
tourism.
with both men and women sharing equal
He said the tourist trade has increas- roles in the harvesting of the fields.
ed drastically from his second xisit in
Much of this rigorous labor is still
1980 and his most recent trip in _MP. tactual by hand rather than with
the neip
"In I 980.there wail penbably ow per- of modern machinery.
son standing on every 2D-foot sago of
Seventy, million, bicycles flood the
The Great Wall of China. In l97,it mu greets of China each day
and remain the
like 5 o'clock at Penn Station in New
(see CHINA page II)
York City," he said.

Chinese prefer
birds as pets
by Melanie Stetson Freeman
The Christian Science
Monitor
Peking has gone to the birds.
Nowadays you need a special
license to have a dog, and it's
been illegal to breed them since
1958. Not so birds, 13crwever,
which have become the preferred pet and a popular hobby for
retired seniors, especially men.
Not only are birds good company, but they look pretty, sing
nicely, don't take up much
space, live in pretty little cages.
and are bred easily. And in
Peking the bird market is a
great place to socialize with
other bird lovers.
"People used to buy cats to
catch :at but now there arenot so many rats, so you don't
need cats," says Cai Ziang-Bao, a 70-year -old birds
salesman with a mischievous
gleam in his eye, who amuses
himself by using a peashooter
to hit unsuspecting fellow bird
sellers and customers in the
Guanyuan Bird Market.
The peashooter, however, is

also the weapon with which he
increases his inventory. (It just
stuns them. he Kaye,
presumably in an attanpt to
reassure his questioner.)
The Guanyuan Market, the
biggest of the five in Peking, is
open everyday, rain or shine,
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Legitimate salesmen need a
letter of introduction from their
former work unit to get a
license to sell. The others try to
sell illegally at the front entrance, avoiding the 110-yuana-month ($30) fee for a selling
space, hiding the birds in their
jackets when an official In Peking, a man listens to a bird's chirps to make sure
1:- king person comes along.
Inside the open-air market,
on one of the slower days — Duan started sellint birds when He'd rather have a joinder:
Sunday is the busiest
abotzt-Ithe discovered he had more than combs the two aislarline
25 salesmen sit quietly, sur- he could handle at home. Now of a replacement.
rounded by cages, the birds' his inventory includes more exThese are itiiieraitomers.
tweeting and singing the best otic breeds, such as a parrot They know their birds. One
form of advertising.
with a price tag of 200 yuan man holds a foundling up to his
Duan Xinlatia has 15 kinds of ($54). But one-year-old ear, listening to its chirping to
birds for sale, but says the "lit- parakeets are still a bargain for fee if it's healthy. Conversatle yellow ones" are his best only 3 yuan (80 cents) each.
tions are constant and heated
sellers, because "they're good
One customer hopes to trade and all about birds. Crowds
egg layers." They go for 14 in his bird for a new model. The gather frequently around the
yuan ($3.80) a couple. Mr. bird he has just doesn't sing. well-informed birdmen, check -
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it's health).
ing lop and wings for is
-- Every type of bit:4/mph*
nails if" readily available
beautiful hand-crafted bamboo
cages with ivory decorations,
porcelain water and food cups,
and a large variety OttOcid, iscluding bowls full of wiggling
ViOrTTIS.
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College presidents are meek
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(CPS) College presidents are
cats" too involved in day9earedy
i-----11
bo-day 'administrative chores to
'change their campuses for the better,
two national college leaders charged
at a recent symposium.
Many presidents, said University
of Wisconsin-Madison Chancellor
Donna E. Shalala, are "meek" and
--scared; cats" when it. conies to using their power to reform colleges
"II you asked Americans who the
country's top ten leaders are, they
probably would not list a college
president," asserted Shalala at a
symposium on "Learning and

Leadership" sponsored by the College Board, which develops many of
the standardized tests given to high
school and college students.
College Board President Donald
Stewart agreed, and called upon college presidents to look beyond "worrying about the budget, mediating
among competing interests and fundraising "
Education leaders, Stewart said,
should be more concerned with
"shaping values" than with "immediate goals of career preparation
and monetary gain."
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Bush says USSR improving
develops as we move towards that
conference date."
White House spokesperson Marlin
Fitzwater said Bush was not backing
away from its commitment to attend
the Moscow conference but said,
"There's plenty of room for independent analysis" between now and
1991.
Bush made his comments in an interview with two reporters as part of
a White House experiment to make
the president available to the news
media in different forums. A
transcript of the session was made
public.

WASHINGTOri_an_Piesident
Bush today credited the Soviet Union
with "definite improvement" in
human rights but sitid the United
States will watch what develops in the
months ahead while weighing
whether to carry through with a promise to attend a Moscow summit on
human rights in 1991.
"I think we need to look for performance, and there will be time in
which to see performance in that
regard," he said. He added "there
has been definite improvement in
some ways there, but let's see what

Join us again on Saturday. January 28
at p:00 pm for another Sizzling
Sstatclay in the Den...
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Five congressmen-subpoenaed
WASHINGTON (AP) Attorneys
for fired National Security Council
aide Oliver L. North disclosed
Wednesday they have issued subpoenas in the Iran-Contra case to
three House committees and two
members of the House..
North attorneY Barry Simon said
the subpoenas were sent to the House
Intelligence, Foreign Affairs and
Aimed Services committees.
The House, through the general
council to the clerk, subsequently
moved to quash portions of the sub-

poenas to the committees. A 22-page
court bnef said the panels could not
allow the "wholesale rummaging
through the records of the House"
sought by North's lawyers. _

*

North's subpoenas require "surrender of the broadest imaginable
range of privileged documents." including "the whole set of records" of
the House intelligence panel's investigation of the resupply operation
for the Nicaraguan Contra rebels,*the4
brief said

BOT authorizes task force
board if that person is above a ow
The Boarclrirstees at their
-monthly meeting in-Portland Mon- -Jain salary level.
day authorized a task force to look
Handicap accessibility was ammoad by the board for Chadbourne sad--into the marine studies program on
the Orono campus.
North Stevens Hall on the UMaine
According to Kent Price, assistant
campus.
price said no date hns been set for
to Chancellor Robert Woodbury, the
review will be a general one, with the
completion
program of Marine Studies at the
aIsno said a major campaign
e io
tel
to raise money was authorized for all
University of Maine in Orono looked at. The Marine Law program at
the UMaine campuses. He said the
The University of Southern Maine
board wants to see the money from
will also be studied.
both alumni and people in general. •
"There is a lack of tradition to gig
to public institutions," Price said.
Theni4 football coach for the
He said no figures have been set,
Orono campus was also approved at
but is an order of more than $50
the meeting, Price said. Tom
Lichtenberg was approved .by the
million.
board on Jan. 16. Price said that ap"It's a long-range campaign,"
pointments must be approved by the
Price said.
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...Come enjoy the-music and entertainment
of Cathie S_tebbins...Maine Music Award's
'Best Solo Performer of 1987.'
Cash Bar with I.D.
Open to all ages
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Most U.S. Palestinians
by Kathleen Christison
The Christian Science Monitor
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LOS ANGELES — It has become
part of the conventional wisdom about
the Arab-Israeli conflict that the Palestinians have never wanted pone ankles=
today, would drive the Israelis into the
sea at the first opportunity.
But an informal survey of Palestinians from several United States cities
cast doubt on this assumption.
Palestinian-Americans do not grant
israei's "tight" to exist. But they do, in
overwhelming numbers, accept the fact
of Israel's continuing existence. They
demand an independent Palestinian
-state in the West Bank and Gaza, but
they generally do not demand or expect
that Israel will never Mgt to exist.
The 150,000 to 250,000 Palestinians
in this country are a small proportion of
the estimated 4.5 million Palestinians
worldwide. But they are vocal and influential -- well plugged into the
populace of the West Bank and Gaza
and well represented in intainational
Palestinian organizations:7'Ft • _
' Some Palestinian-Americans willintquestionably never accept Israel.
"Nahil," who edits an Arabiclanguage newspaper in the U.S. (and
whose real name Is "sot _ Oita -here
because his views migliebn'considered
inflammatory), is an example. He was
born in a refugee camp in Jordan in
1950. His family was forced to flee two
years eadier from the northern Galilee
.village of 1 arshiha.
"I know that in the Israeli society
there's citizens born there. They didn't
know other countries," Nahil says.
"But this is not my problem. I have a

Whatever their realism or their willingness to accept Israel's presence,
Palestinian-Americans almost universally feel they are unable — in the absence
of some Israeli recognition of Palestinian national legitimacy — to
acknowledge Israel's legitimacy. There
is a clear distinction in the Palestinian
mind between recognition of existence
and recognition of legitimacy.
Palestinians see themselves as victims,
and as such are fundamentally unable
to recognize that Israelis also feel
themselves to be victims. a
One hears a fairly consistent message
from thoughtful Palestinian-Americans
on this issue:

"I cannot accept the legality of /I
Israel," says Abadur-Rahim Jaouni, a (
geochemist in Berkeley, Calif., who was s
originally from Jerusalem. "What iC
somebody comes and robs your watc
and the police comes and says,.'Loo
this man took your watch so it's his, ai
all you need to do now is go with him
to the court and give him the right, the
legal possession of it.' Now for me as
a Palestinian, rationally I say,'All right,
Israel is there,' but emotionally I'm not
going to go legalize it."
Stanford University professor Khalil
_
Barhoum expresses a similar inability to
accept Israel's need for legitimacy. He
(set PALESTINIANS page 4)

Classified ads get results!

you."

Many Palestinian-Americans do hope
ultimately for a "democratic, secular
state" in all Palestine, but this does not
mean to them Israel's forcible destruction. Such a state is seen as coming
about through an evolutionary process
in which both the Palestinian and Jewish
people conio see the wix-lorn of living togetherkt a state that is truly npndiscriminatory and connected to no
religion.
_
..others approach thk issue with a bit
more hard-nosed realism. Fuad Ateyeh,
a San Francisco food distributor who
grew up in a West Bank refugee camp
after his village near Jerusalem was
destroyed in 1948, believes a democrat
secular state is impractical.
"Every incident proves that that is not
going to work. So I believe the Jews
should have their own state, and we
should have our state," he says.
•.•

accept Israel

HELP WANTED
ARTIST
Cartoon and wash drawings
First class man wanted Steady Kansas
City Slide Co . 1015 Central I This ad
placed in the Kansas City Star on Jan 19,
(
1920 was answered by Walt Disney, h&
first cartooning job
A HIGH GRADE YOUNG MAN for office
position requiring some bookkeeping
experience. A fine opportunity for nght
applicant. Frank Swan, 404 Harrison
(This ad. placed by A C Sparkplug Co
in the Flint, Michigan, Journal, April 23.
1914, was answered by Hartowe Cunice.
lister Prescient of General Motors)

WATCHMAKER with references who can
fu ish tools State age, experience and
required T 39 Daily News (This
sa
ad
ad by Richard Sears in Chicago
Daily News. April 1 1887 was answered
by Alvah Roebuck
MEN wanted for hazardous Journey
Small wages, bitter cold, constant
danger, safe return doubtful. Honor and
recognition in case of success. Address,
E.H. Shackleton, Box 100. (This British
classified ad appeared in 1900, seeking
men for Antarctic expedition. Explorer
Shackleton was swamped with applications)
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right to live in my father's home, not the
Jewish (who)comes from Poland "
For all their intensity, however, these
views are in the minority. Of Palestinians interviewed in six U.S. cities;a11
but a few accept Israel as an enduring
reality.
Mona Sahoum, a young Los Angeles
housewife, expressed the kind of resigned acceptance that seems to typify the
majority of Palestinian-Americans.
She feels guilty, she says, about settling for a West Bank-Gaza state and
forfeiting any claim to other Palestinian
lands, including her own family's land
wit bin- pre-1567 Israel.
"But if you're starving to death, I
don't think you will have a chance to
refuse a banana if its offered to

Genuine U.S. 6 European
Military and Antique Overcoats.
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Next door are the fish, but the'don't
make much noise. The bird part of the
market is clearly more popular.
Besides, you can't walk a fish, and
bird walking is a very popular activity.
"It's mutually beneficial to bird and
owner," says Cao Yuliens, an elderly
birdsaksman with a lined face and long,
gray beard - "fresh air for the bird and
exercise for the people."
be exercise part comes from walking briskly,through misty parks while
vigorously swinging a cage or tow of

birds. When the people get tired, they
simply hang .the cages from a tree
branch so the birds can be "aired
out." Birds like that, supposedly
Then the people get to sit and chat while
the birds sing and take in that fresh air.
It's all about avoiding loneliness.
Bird walking and the bird market,
"For old people, they take the birds
for a walk. They're too lonely when they
walk alone," says Mr. Cai as he inserts another pea in his peashooter and
iake--s

hursday. January. 26, 1989,

Sexist language supports
stereotypes, Diamond says
by Christina Kolianckr
Staff Writer

,

Gender-biased language is defined as
the use of milk nouns and pronouns that
are used to apply -,to both men and
women.
Former state representative John Diamond lectured on the topic of genderbiased language Wednesday afternoon as
mrt of the Women in the Curriculum
Luncheon Series. The lecture was titled,
"Gender Bias in Language: Political
•
and Academic Perspectives."
During his lecture Diamond describPa
etiauell frtun"
"
Palestinlans
•
cd language without gender bias.
"The alternative is gender neutral,
the
accepted
already
they
that.,
means
where there are the use of words, such
is asked if he can accept that before 1948
Palestine,
occupied
in
live
to
Israelis
a
people and individuals." Diamond
for
longing
as
Jews had the same
said. "Both sexes are included and not
homeland as the Palestinians do now, which is Jaffa, Haifa, Tel Aviv. I'm sure
excluded."
"You're asking the wrong person,- ---we don't like it this way. But if the
Diamond sponsored a bill in the Maine
he responds. "You're asking the victim: . -whole world is against us, what can we
That's like asking a chicken to do?"
State House last year that was to change
acknowledge the right of its killer to put
the Maine Constitution to include
For every Palestinian American who
the knife to its neck."
gender-neutral language.
Rut refusal to recognize Israel's refuses to acknowledge the reality of
• "II was a crusade of sorts," he said.
"right- to exist does not, as Israel and , Israel, there seem to be eight or 10
Diamond was the Bangor represenits U S. supporters fear, translate into a others who recognize that there can
tative in Augusta for eight years and
'never be a return to 40 years ago. They
desire for the destruction of Israel.
served as majority leader for four of
Forts years of steadily increasing sec that generations of Israelis have been
those years.
Israeli strength and continued Palesti- born in Palestine and that the same
gender-m-11T ral hill had to pass in
nian powerlessness have made the ma- •-"human decency the Palestinians ask for
the House and Senate before it could so
- themselves now demands leaving a place
:
jority of Palestinians, here as elsewhere
before the voters in November, INamond
unable even to conceive of a situation for Israelis.
said. The bill passed in the House by a
could
"Let's be realistic," says Yousef
Palestinians
which
in
4-to-I margin and was passed in the
Anabtawi. a-Ixos Angeles grocer. "If we
predominate
Senate with one vote against it
"What can we get more- asks Walid are asking for, self-determination
"It blew us away," Diamond said
_because of birth, ... now a majority of "We never thought we'd get Itu. '.up
Shafi. a San Diego businessman.'
(Palestine L.iberation Organization) ac- Israelis were born there. So if we are
Port• cepted the creation of a homeland on •__ _asking by a specific right, they have that
The referendum for the genderpan of Palestine, and their acceptance right, too."
neutral constitution was passed in the
November election by 300,000 votes,

which was 56 percent of the vote.
"It is a small step in the overall battle," he said. "No matter what happens in the future, Maine has led the
way ."
Diamond said the changing of the
language in the constitution did not cost
the taxpayers anything, since it is
reprinted every two years and was to be
reprinted this year.
The changing of gender-biased
language to gender neutral is important
and should start when children are
young, Diamond said. He said the use
of gender-biased language backs up thetypical male-female stereotypes to which
children are often exposed.
"Life is no longer like Ward and June
(-leaser would like to believe," he said
said. "That depiction of society is a
distinct minonty now."
Diamond said the use of gender-Wiled
language leads to the idea that there are
certain roles for men and certain roles for
women.
"I have never heard a reference to a
-nurse as 'he,' " Diamond said. "This
language leads to misinterpretation."
But he said he has reservations about
changing the University of Maine Stein
Song to binder-neutral.
agree with the points:butT &ri`t
think it is the words that should he
changed. They should be changing the
song, he said.
Diamond said he was looking at it
from an "artist's perspective."
••T would be conivrned if someone
*anted to change the words of a song I
wrote," he said. "I think if people
don't approve of the Stein Song, they.
should find a new one."
,M=1111111111MINEMIIIIIIMat,
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with full Cutler Health Center staff,
including Pharmacy, lab and x-ray.
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Q: 1 have heard that each time a
man ejaculates his sperm count
decreases. Can a man become sterile
from an ultra-active sex life?,kfule,
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A: Sperm are continually being
produced by the testes. Barring severe
injury, you're likely to have a lifelong
Supply.
Q: How can I tell if a woman is
reedy to make Inv!? Male, Sop4more
A: Women's bodies usually signal
readiness with lubrication, pelvic motion, and greater intensity. Many
women fell comfortable telling their
partner when they are ready. if
you're not sure, tisk your partner
(gently if she's ready.
Q: I am a virgin and my boyfriend
Isn't. He says it's okay that were not
having sex, but my friends say our
relationship will never last. Should I
be concerned? Female, Sophntore
. &Since every person is unique,
every relationship is unique. If you
and your boyfriend are comfortable
with your relationship why worry
about what your friends say. If
you're not comfortable, I suggest you
may want to talk it over with your
boyfriend rather than your friends.
It's ultimately up to you and him
whit you decide.
Q: How loos after /*amain can
a woman know if she is prettiest?
Female, First-year

cording to the most recent issue of
Bear Facts, Cutler lealth Center's
test can be
f
novilettel, a fr
done as early as one week after implantation or 4-5 days before a missed period. Students can pick up a
pregnancy "kit" containing a tube
for urine collection and a lab request
slip at the Walk-In area of the
Women's Health Clinic area at Cutler
Health Center.
are
important
Q:
How
dinstIttiatteas arettams? Male. Senior
A: Not very. In fact, "separate
turns" may be even more
pleasurable, especially in a new relationship where you are getting to
know each other. Most people find
they are unable to fully eaperience
their own sensations while trying to
give pleasure to their partner.

Q: Do men really enjoy ghlagaid
sei, as do they do it just to OMR
their partner? Female, Senior •
A: Some _mak(and some women)
enjoy oral sex and some do not.
That's a decision for you and your
partner to talk about. Why don't you
ask him?

Bundy might have
slain as many as 50
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) -- The
prosecutor who sent Ted Bundy to the
electric chair-said Wednesday that the
serial sex killer may have slain as many
as 50 young women, a toll frustrated investigators have sought to prove for
years.
State attorney Jerry Blair said that
just before Tuesday's execution at
Florida State Prison near Starke, he and
an FBI expert on serial killers informally
discussed. a weekend of Bundy
confessions.
Blair said FBI agent. Bill Hagmeier
told him that Bundy's confessions closed the books on 13 killings in
Washington, Utah and Colorado; provided information that may never be
confirmed on 14 more cases in
Washington, Utah, Idaho, California,
Vermont and Pennsylvania, and touched on at least 20 more slayings in varous
states dating back to 1969. Three
Florida killings charged to Rpn_dy would
be added to the 13 closed cases,- Putting
the total to at least 50.
"I don't know that it's far off from
the figures everybody has bandied about
anyway," Blair said. "Those are the
figures I've heard for many years. I
don't think we'll ever know exactly how
many."
FBI spokeswoman Kathy Bradford
said no formal statement would be made
about Bundy's crimes until officiak__
have been briefed at the FBI's Quantico,
Va. center for the analysis of violent
crime.

Hagmeier checked out of his Starke
motel Wednesday.

A: One of the most widely
recognized signs of pregnancy is a
Dr. Sandnet----CirOn is Assistant
missed period. But it is important to,
'Professor OfFamily Relations in the
remember that a missed or delayed - School of Human Development;she
period can be caused by a number of --Teaches the Human Sexuality course.
factors, including stress, emotional
Questions for Dr. Caron should be
problems, hormonal disorders, or
Sent directly to the Daily Maine Cameven worrying if you're pregnant. Acpus Lord Hall.

Until last week Bundy had denied killing anyone. He was convicted in three
slayings in Florida and charged ino only one death in Colorado; several bodies
have never been found. .
Bundy, a 42-year-old law school
dropout and one-time Republican activist in Washington state, was executed
shortly after 7 a.m. Tuesday for the
1978 kidnap, rape and murder of 12year-old Kimberly Leach, whose body
was found in an abandoned pigsty.
In an interview Monday with
psychologist James Dobson, Bundy
• refused to discuss details fo the Leach
murder. "I can't talk about that right
now.. It's too painful."
He was also sentenced to death for
killing two Florida State students in their
Chi Omega Sorority house on the
university campus, just three weeks
before Leach was abducted in Lake
City.
Fie died under his fourth death
warrant
"There is no way in the world that
killing ate is going to restore those
beautiful children to their parents,"
Bundy said, who told Dobsoii-he didn't
want to die.
But Bundy said he deserved his
punishment, and expressed remorse
about his long, bloody trail of kidnappings, sadistic sexual mutilations and
•
- "I don't want to die, Pin satgoing
to kid you...(but) I deserve, certainly,
the most extreme punishment society
has. I think society deserves to be pro(see BUNDY page IS)

A CAREER?

I

DARIKROOMS
DevilOo Your Film at
1.

Consider the Naval Reserve'Officers' Training Corps Scholarship Program at the University
of Maine

$10 Use Fee per Semester.
Make arrangements on Mondays,
1 :00a.m. to 12:30p.m. or
Thursdays, 1:00p.m. to 2:30p.m. at
The Students' Program Office,
second floor, Memorial Union.

Earn a NAVY OR MARINE OFFICER commission through the
NAVAL ILO.T.C. College PROGRAM at the University Campus
in Orono. Good possibilities mint for two & three-year
scholarships through the College Program. Upon graduation,
step into an exciting career as a commissioned officer in
the 17:1
31- Navy or latrine Corps.
--1(s• further information cDntac
Commanding Officer,
NROTC Unit
Structemeyer House
378 College Avenue
Orono, Maine 04469

ak
ame

or tekphone:
(207) 581-1551
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Name
Street Address
City State
Zip Code
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Contra leader killed

ATTENTION ALL FELLOW
FEMALE GRADUATE STUDENTS

ITIOUCIGALPA, Honduras(AP)-- personnel searched cars at barricades set
The former armed forces chief who up on roads out of tegucigalpa.
One witness, AJba Luz Guzman, told
LNiegaguan rebel move-.
the
Associated Press the men
assassinateCroir
Horidutitivas
in
Wednesday by six men who riddled his tercepted the, forced me to get out of the
'car, then fled in my automobile." car with gunfire. officials said.
Former Gen. Gustavo Alvarez MarAlvarez, 56, was chief of the armed
tinez died of gunshot wounds near his
forces
from 1982 to 1984 under the
home in the capital's Florencia district,
government
of President Roberta Suazo
said Salvador I obo, director of
Trained
in the United States
Cordova.
emergencies at the State Hospital
he
was
Argentina,
once considered
and
School.
powerful
figure
in Honduras.
the
most
said
Radio America. a Pica' station,
Alvarez
frequently
denounced
the lefresponsibiliclaimed
anonymous callers
ty on behalf of the Popular Liberation tist Sandinista government of neighborFoi'kes, a leftist group. but police said ing Nicaragua. He also presided over the
they had no evidence to confirm the beginning of joint U.S.-Honduran
military exercises in Honduras designclaim.
ed
to intimidate the Sandinistas.
It was the third assassination in HonContras, Alvarez once pledged,
The
The
weeks.
three
duras in the last
—previous killings involved a Y4icaraguan -would "wage a war without quarter
against internaitonal communism. OW commander and a •Teputed
_
Which - hat- now
taken over
•
Nicaratua.
"
As head of the national police ia 1981,
of
the
Alvarez became the godfather
Under his original proposal to Casey,
_Contras by telling CIA director William
Casey that anti-Sandinista forces could described in the book "Barlitna___
Diplomacy" by Newsday correspondenl operate from Honduran territory.
In subsequent years, until his ouster Roy Gutman, Alvarez proposed to use
by fellow officers annoyed at his high- the rebels to provoke a border incident
handedness, the passionate anti- with the leftist Sandinistas in neighbor-00aununist continued to develop and ing Nicaragua. Honduras then would
-.promote the U.S.-backed- Nicaraguan ask the United Stated foe assistance.
guerrillas, which became known as permitting intervention by U.S. forces.
Alvarez also supervised a counterinContras.
surgency
campaign against suspected
Witnesses said six gunmen waited for
Alvarez outside hi home andpoured Honduran guerrillas that U.S. officials
.14
machine-gun fire in his car. The driver privately viewed as a suoxss.
Human rights activists charged the
's son-in-law
also was killed
campaign relied Oil death squads linked
wounded, police said.
was
NommusrmAttaes--=. Police and army troops were deployed to the military and that at least 100 peoMOST COMPLETE- —
to look for the gunmen. said Col. Julio ple disappeared or were Jailed illegally
BRIDAL SHOW
Cesar Chavez, the police chief. Military. Honduran forces deny the charges

Hello
Have you ever wanted to have a place to air out the
aspects of graduate fife you know some of the particular
gripes and problems that go along with the special opportunity
and fulfillments of graduate school/
Were trying to form a group (you'll get to help name it)
to be what ever your individual needs make it (support). If
you're interested and we hope you are- take the time our of
your already too hectic schedule and loin us from 8-9 30pm on
January 31, 1989 in room 1912 of the Union
It should be a worthwhile meeting Bring a friend!
Any questions contact
Joann Peterson (that's me)
581-2013
Hope to see you there!
.L12 North Stevens Hall

1989-NORTHEAST

Soo.,January 29, 1989
11 a.m. to -5 p.-nrw--FREE ADMISSION.
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SIGN UP SHEET for LAUNDRY SERVICE
BANGOR DRY CLEANING g LAUNDRY

from

This sign up sheet is for those students wishing to part•
te in the weekly pick-up and delivery of student laundry
Laundry will be picked up each week for the entire semester
Those students who do not wish to sign up in advance may still have their laundry done by fitoply
callus 9424157. The rate for student laundry on a will call bairs is 56 cents per lb with a
10 lb. iidnimmiu (aVvrage weekly laundry for one student is 10-15 es.)
For those students wishing to participate in a prepaid weekly laundry service the fee will be $60.00
for the entire semester for up to 151 lbs. Anything over this will be charged an extra 50 cents
lb. paid upon delivery The benefits of this service leaves you your time of an hour to an hour and a half to yourni
all while your laundry is done for you. Figure what it will cost you for two washing machines.
dryers. soap.bleach. sonnets and the gas to travel back and forth
Dry cleaning services will also be available whether yOu wish to sign up or not. iikase keep
dry cleaning separate from laundry.).
There will be no credits for any unused portions, so it is toperstive due your buodry Toe at

-the checkpoilit every week. ,

114140bli bileV taZi.11.1.40 AM lama,

7AM TO 9PM
7 DAYS A WEEK
Featuring:
-Complete Dry Cleaning
-Wash; Dry, Fold
-Shirt Service
-24 Washers
- I 7 Dryers

1.Q141744)1124)'SWIM MA5STUDENT NAME
ADDRESS:
DORM:
CHECK ONE: ON CAMPUS

NUMBER:
OFF CAMPUS

I.. iotwortool I portiestlog leo okoso miloot. I Itoov lookoial o dint w woo war portals to Rol,
Ay ChaSill limay. Pao Milester *6004

SIGNATURE:
Yoe wi bo *Aid f awlt mkt Of&
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condoned from page I)
than half of all respondents were
students.
Almost 70 percent of the people
responding reported passing within
100 yards of the union in their daily
walking patterns.
"The results weren't really a surprise." Rand said. "We knew people wanted more food service
facilities and more space to use in
their free time."

armed
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CLASSIFIEDS

-N. N.N:N.N.-N.
-N....N-N:N2N-N.N.

ADOPTION
Pregnant and coreidenns adopbort! Our happy
bendy wouicl love to have a new baby scm us
Expr-was pod for moreiniormalson. col our alttorney collect (408) 288-7100 A149 Any in
*male adoPtion must be done ei compliance with
Mawr laws Tide 22. Chapter 1153

Sheila Pechinski, instructor of
business administration, is a member
of the plannina committee. She said
she became involved because of her
belief that the union should be a
positive factor to reinforce both
academic and social aspects of the
university.

quarter

iunism,
over

pondcsa
ti to use
incident
ighbori would
Mince,
torces.
unterinispected
officials

Although the results of the survey
still need to be compiled and submitted to architects, Rand hopes the
Memorial Union of the future will be
a multiple- use facility that will be
• And1k1110110 to-adelteedie Changins needs of the university
community.
"I'd like the building to have the
effect on people that the new
bookstore does." he said..
should be open and exciting."

tad die
Wilted

PPP"
WSW
:71

.

at 947-3366 •

LOST & FOUND
f
1 pair wire nmmed gimes.'cosi outside
ienness Hal pariung lot Victory optional.
Contact Terry Strout 2308
LOST Man's ring. gold. xt with inutabon red
none REWARD. Please return ifound Was my
grandfather's ring_ RB 827-8663

TILWOMIENN es Inthalletomple-ipamm
eitiunday Brun.and align=
for Saturday al.* 15 hours. weekends only!

FRIIII-ISCIAL

Cal Cindy al M3 5123 kx an interview
CRU6E MIPS JOBS. now luring men and
mill& Summer aid caw apportumbes
Iscelent pay plus world.leassi:
._ _
Bahamas. Canbbeaa. dr: CALIIICAVI
- (206) 736-7000 ext. 353C

'1'CANCER
SOCIETY

i

1QQ to v! raft 1161.

HELP WANTED

WANTED Bicycle wind tram Cal Serve581-3942 days. 827 2951 Eve.

rrave to Jamaica Meucci or Daytona staexig

Log sided cape on 24 wooded &WS 8 rooms indude Logetfutiorn lotchrn 4 to 5 bakootrs.
beds. 311. x 711. deck. overkioks private
yard.
115.000. Cal_ Era Dawn

1982 Honda Cnnc. $1300 or best oder She s a
wicked good cart Cal 827-3867 ask ice Dave

N.

SPRING BREAK!

1

AIWA CSD-707U CD/Candle playa new in bon
won nialroireil $225. Michael 827-4811
1 1 am-10pm

bing each other," she said, "There
is Just not enough space to separate
the two."

Roulet* needed to share tOttiefest5 i4 I. tune
Washer/Dryer kitchen. al utilities
Old To
pad. Cal: 827-3867. .ask for Dave.

it

SPRINC BREAK '89 vacation parkages are heel

HOMES FOR SALE

FOR SALE

_11/alorc space is needed for students

ROOMMATE NEEDED

Make hundreds in your spare time placing posters
No sellinR CALL (918)33MONEY.

ADOPTION - Nnot ready for parenthood we can
give your baby a loving secure Morse home Cal
cofrct 1-789-5140. Any meta,adopbon must
be done in compliance with Maine laws Tide 2'2.
Chapter 1/53

tóordahz asitbOttt distur-

Casey,

Nabonal Morticing I urn weirs ambitious mature
studeni to manage onc.ampus promotions for lop
national tropism dies school year Heckle hours
with earnings potential to S2.500 Cal Leanne
, c Re4ECC.1 at 1800-592-2121

63.011kS Ior

a Ivey to get to flonda kA spring
bank? Ticket kir sale. Roundtnp. Portland to
Tallahamee. 2250 or BEST OTTER! ContactMichele 230 Arsiroscoggin Hal 581-4914

'SPRING BREAK Nassau1a-4-1w bland from
$29900 Package includes Roundtrip as.
Transins. 7 *is hold. Belch pates. free lunch,
Cniee. free admission to nightclubs. Totes and
nivel!! CeirrUn packages also available Organise
anal group earn tree trip' 1.800-231-0113 or
(3)%7 1330

SUMMER JOBS

ADVICE

Are you having probtems with your it 9 Student
Legal Services can help you SLS/A Prot law
Othce/ Provides tree legal advice/ Court
appeara- n:0i for unclogaced Mem Union. 2nd
Sem -

iosattawiw

A ipid obot to gudy. Finithed rocolotaied
WasItalia. yolk thivank. Pisces
-----14111112111—

Association-of Student and Administrative Publications

!VIP' cils.V•nsit s_Ainsa

team Get a group of 20 together and e.am a free
trip ail 1 X.0-648 4849 in A-taiis

January 27, I919:asabourne

Summer robs with Upward Bound Work with
college bound high 3chool students on UMaine
campus We need reading. study skills. writing.
math and computers science te.schers. career
oasuriors. Reniumai fie counadon. aid others
Surnmer wceli-study especially helpful Licelent
innisonal experience Room and board assiable
kit some positions Detads/appisabons
Upwaid Bound 35 SlubeTs H41.

Whist 581-2522

Hall, University of'Maine

-Oorcithc best kept secrets at the Vence-my of Mime

Desktop Publishing & Graphic Design
Presentations

is having an

Open House!
January 27th, 1989
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Basement lounge of Chadbourne Hall
tiftiversity of Maine

Desktop Publishing
and Graphic Design
— —1

%VIII be presented on the
Apple Macintosh Computer
bv:
Torn Alkn

Diane Dodge
Eng'ntc r
Apple Computer

AppIK.Andlil %Vern

4

Geophsc Dellitlef/Ecittot
Uplkellt Miami.Dover, N H

Rhea Robbins
tzl-Aittk, 14)Rttht -

folainson
Linotype Corporanon

AMMO AlliMcan
(
-cm.
"

900 a.m

Introduction to AMP

9-30 a.m.

!Desktop Publishisig on the Macintosh
An introduction and (Acmes% tit DTP

10.30 a..m.
130_,a_m_

Michael Scott
—1Viane Dodge

Designing Brochures

Tom Allen

_Xiang Hyper Card for Presentations

-Ntike White

1:00 p.m.

Development of Postscricpt Imagesettcrs
Past, present and future as seen through the eves
of an imagi setter

Mike Johnson

130 p.m

Graphics on the Macintosh

Lisa Thulstrup

2:00 p.m

Newspaper Design

Rhea Robbins

3:00 p.m

Controlling Consistency of Your Advertising Look

3:30 p.m

Pane 171scussion Power ofDesetorPeddiebioss

Rolf Olsen

The Latest
Publishing Todimology
:n addloon to the prill111.101116, aMIA
kr setting will tie
hands ort demonstrusons air Meek
volt, tseamost MOP 1693 dpiKnag
muter,
enr, armed character res.
!
flatICIII. MOWS,IMF processing. isord
promising and peer knout programs

• Who Should Attend?
Students. Facufts .Adminsstrais
Staff and am intemted people who
%%mkt bit to know more about
producing newspapers, magassors.
tournois,din umentanoin propsrah.
books, hesshures, rewanh papers
presentations, en

Wc encourage you to bring with you queselitioarfiles, samples,
photographs, and anything else that you may wish us to address.

Unbent* alt Awe

ASAP
Lass Thulstrup
hot
Ullfscrsitx
Atone

— Mike White
Graduate Student
Sun eying Engmccnng
Rolf Olsen
Marketing and ruNrs Relatkoes thressue
Maine enter kir the Arts
i.e mote ilidelellbeei0111 tall ASAP at Sill 4319,

int other side for schedule of preseatatioas.

;
-

•—

-

ssAr aunts enabrialital ramps snit organostions

with desktop publishing The underlying hope is that
ant I, this technotogy we test provide inner comusunuarron among the mans and moult) faceted groups on the
I:notelets of Maine turnips*. Student, faculty. and adnirmstrative groups an allowed to use the facilits aslong
jas she group is publishing a ken, of printed communnanon for free, general campus dissemination
ASAP provides student hauler, and administrative groups and organizations access to desktop
publishing equipment and top of the line software at no ,oist Workshops and textures on the are of
putties/wig are offered he experienced written in the prone sei.tor tor aft levels of Macintosh users ASAP
publishes and prints Mr
Over, the week's student actoons s.alituakit The Cesapau Corr assists all
student. faculty, and administrative groups be adserttung meetings. films, kctures. els of in t
to students
for free

1.
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Watik Otit of Me. Mato a %KIRA Mge Mae
mttiG Viesto UP WAR OF egilROtiteiTAIN COKARI4S:

or all of his perestrioka, for all his glasnost,
there still is one cloud hanging over Mikhail
Gorbachev.
Possibly the most popular Soviet leader of all
time abroad, Gorbachev's opening to the West has
been &reeled by all as, an end to the Cold War and ...
,$)
a chance for the world to reduce its stockpile of
arms.
But in Afghanistan, where Soviet troops still
reside, the idea of martial law in the capital of
Kabul shows that the pullout is not going as well
as plaitned.
Families of foreign diplomats, fearing for their
lives, are preparing to flee or have ,already.
.
- fact that the lac..k of troops from the
Due tO.the_
USSR cotild mean a quick strike by the guerrilla
forces of the Moslem rebels, many feel it is time
to get out of Kabul.
What will be the legacy left behind now as the
Soviet Union leaves and tries to install a more
friendly government who will cooperate with the
Kremlin? It was this reason that led to the invasion nearly nine years ago.
Hoy. will this small, mountainous country sur•
vive? Will the fighting go on?
Many lauded the plans for removal of Russian
troops when it first came out, but there is the
possibility that it may cause more problems than it
solves.
Soviet bombing raids were denounced by the ..
United States, but this conflict remains just a toy
for the superpowers to play with in a global pr
game where there are no winners.
f What are the chances of Afghanistan escaping
from the Third World? Will they be no more than
another Soviet satellite?
Gorbachev is recognized around the world as a
prominent leader, and-sit-be Is jo remainit tie&
then the challenge before him to reshape a new
Afghanistan will be one of his.toughest challenges
yet.
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Column writing 101

I was sitting in the Den the
other day when the topie---ofturned TO
Newspaper columns. Specifical-'
a friend of mine asked me
_bow I was able to come up with
a new idea for a column every
week.
I went through my repertoire
of stock answers to that question, trying ,to find one he'd
believe:
I. "Nobody ever reads them,
so I don't write a new one every
week. I use re-runs every two or
L•LIA/
three weeks."
2. "I try to write about
—fliailes me mad.,
iiihtng
and everything makes me
mid"
PCPPM
really don't write them.
I live a ghost writer named
Oak who takes care of the
vol. 104 no. 7
PPM
Thursday. Jaawray
Ideas, and all I have to do is
give him my byline and column
Michael IS cittx0
photo."
4. "I look through the back'
Editor
issues of the Campus and borrow Stephen King's old colRobert Langlois
umns. I keep all of the adjecBusiness Manager
tives and emotion, but
substitute the things he was
mad- -about to the AiWs
iswathaireakb.-Assistint Editor
students are mad • -about
Dim
Production Manager
nowadays. For example, if he
Doug 111811111111, City Editor
talks
about theinjustice of VietMike Labelle, Head Copy Editor
nam,
I substitute the words
Mae Bourque, Sports Editor
'cafeteria food' kir every
lien Bustard. Joe Grant, Assis. Sports Editors
'Vietnam.',
John Holyoke, Special Projects Editor
My friend didn't buy any of
Rhonda Morin, Features Editor
those explanations,so I had to
• Larne Sue Calm. Tammy Hartford, Opinion l-ditors
tell him the truth.
Vmsierweide, Photo Editor
"What Idols try to think OIL
Pavy, Kathy Marcoux, Ad Managers
reasons why two seemingly
-M-Pioduction Manager
unrelated things—Ife—actually
—CS* ghwei,
very
much alike. The reasons
Ad
Production
Assistant Manager
&Ay Reddy.
are the column ideas," I said.
"Sounds pretty weird," he
The Doty Maine Carnival is published five tunes a week at the University of Maine
assessed. "You mean if-YOU
Offices at 7A Lord Hall. UMaine,(rono, ME 04469. Telephone numbers: Advertried to think of reasons why
tising. 581 1273; Subscriptions, 581-12724 Editor, 581-1271; NetelneSIR. Sil-111117.
Dale Lick was like a hardwood
1269. 1270; Sports, 581-1268 Printed at the Ellsworth americsachie;11111Morth.
gym floor, you'd write about
ME ic) Copyright, The Daily Maine Carripia. All rights reserved
whatever popped into your
head?"
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John Holyoke
"Kind of," reeled. "But
that one's too easy. You have
toga kik* more abstract than
that for the real crazy ideas to
get rolling. Then when you actually start writing, you can ignore the comparison that got
you started and locus on the
other stuff that you came up
with.
"Let me try one on you," I
continued. "Suppose I decided
to compare two things that are
fairly unrelated. Women and
newspaper columns, let's_ say.ss.
"Lalready see a parallel,"
he cutln. "We can't use that,
because I don't understand
women, and I don't understand
your columns, so therefore,
they're practically equal,"
"It's only an example, so let, _
me keep going," I said. "I
could argue that'mitten siren%
very similar to-columni.-bist are'
almost exactly like those elusive
ideas that we've been-Wking
about."
"How's that?" he said
"Well, when you're trying to
write a column, it seems that
there is absolutely nothing to
wnte about. But after you get
halfway done, you've got about
a million ideas you wish you
could write about."

"I see what you're getting
at," my friend said. "It's just- •
like when you're not going out with anybody, it seems like
there are no women in the entire world who have any interest
in you, right?"
"Right," I said. "But
- when you're going out with someone,it seems like everybody
logsve ever had a crush on in
yourtftcnines-tenvtir
-dtotitit
you how lucky they thinleyour
girlfriend- is.
01"Speakin01girlfriends, did
you ever Pet:dumped?" my
friend asked. .
"Sure, lots of times.7"I
- -•
answered.
"Don't you hate the feeble
excuses you get when you finally get the old heave-ho?"
"You mean •iike,---1-1-really
do:et-know *hit I tile
—t-rirlien
you know she's telling you exactly what she doesn't want-.
tie
"4"
- Yeah," he said. "I've
beard that before. How about
just don't feel the same as I
did before:4 Did theyever use
41141taCint_rtnar
. "(UP. And what about, 'I
really don't- have enough time
to put into a relationship right
now'That's my favorite."
"And then you always see
her walking down the mall with
soeo_ htheer guy theweek,
c next wk,
tight?
asked.
-Sure. I guess her aunt must
havndied and left her a lot of
free time in her will, huh?"
"Hold it ... But how would
all of this stuff fit into a column?" he asked. "You could
never use any of this."
"You never know," I said,
getting up to leave.
John Holyoke is writing the
world's'first textbook on how
a convohited thought process
can lead to a column idea.
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Thanks for help in survey
TO the editor:

:AP;)

Vice President Thomas
Aceto and the Child Care Committee would like to thank all
those students, staff and faculty who responded to a recent
random survey.

Your time and input was
greatly appreciated. We received over 40 percent response to
this survey, a fairly high return.
Data from these responses
should provide the committee
with significant guidance in
planning for future child care

Let us choose our

A

To the editor:
There is this one Professor
who wants us to sit in assigned
seats. The class has over a hundred people in it. The last time
I had to sit in an assigned seat
was back in high school many.

programs.
The winner of the random
drawing for the $50 U.S. Savings Bond was Dr. Raymond
Hintz,
Brenda Willette
Office of Human Resources

c4 es +
• koCX to

many years ago. I didn't pay
pass a piece of paper around
over tI sn (IA for a (-coley
: and have ns sign it; but ! will
not be treated as though I'm
course to be treated like a high
school student. If I want to sit
back in high school, again.
in the front or back or even the
sides of the room, I will.
If the Professor wants to takc
Belinda Bouchey
attendance that's fine, he can

4144r4ER Ir1fo(Ai. CaL41144lar
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University appeals process is unfair
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To-the-editor,
I ant-writing this letter in protest of the sanction levied on
Beta Theta Pi after the recent
appeal. Anyone who has looked at this, appeal reast.aably,
unlike Bill Kennedy, can see
that Beta Theta Pi is being used as a scapegoat.
Witen--theReta house first
found out about the hazing
allegations, Bill Kennedy told
the president and vice president
of the house that we. have been
found guilty of hazina and the
--house will be cld—
sed.

1 thoughssit was innocent until proven guilty? Of course the

ever use

bout, 'I
igh time
'lip right
rite."
ways see
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xt week,

int must
a lot of
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'I said,
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process
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The appeal was strictly for
the alleged hazing incident, not
for the raid of the house. But
throughout the appeal the
university constantly referred to
the raid. They were allowed to
make biased statements in their
testimon"y and , al cAions
against ti4Jhouse thia .
unproveri,And totally ''.. _ ant.
The
could-Doi be
cross-examined by Beta's
representation at all during the
appeal.
Beta was on trial for a
"scavenger hunt." Yes, that's
right, a "scavenger NMI"

'a'niversitjr

Beta Theta Pi the oldest fraternity on campus has been closed for two and a half years for
a "scavenger hunt." The
University took the word of tiriinformant who had been in
trouble with the law on many
occasions. This informant
allegedly told Kennedy that
those bad old Beta boys made
him steal road signs and flags:
From what I hear stealing was
a way of life for this informant.

What kind of law is that? I'll
tell you what it is. Bill Kennedy
gets what he wants.,Based on
the amount of cases that win
their appeals here, the appeal
board is a joke. The kangaroo
court is a more appropriate
name.

Based on the hazing incidents
that other greek orgaruzations
have gotten in troubie tor,
Beta's sentence should have
been considerably lighter.

The last issue I want to bring
forward is that the Beta
brothers are also students, and
students, whether in a dorm or
a house have rights. The
University wants to kick the

The appeal wasn't constitutional. Beta wasn't allowed to
see their accuser nor washis
name mentioned.
2.

- brotherhood out of their home
and put them in dorms on the
Bangor campus. If that isn't a
disruption of our academic progress(not that this whole ordeal
hasn't been) I don't know what
is. It's time for someone to
stand up to the backward administration of this University.
Destroying a fraternity is not
the answer. Beta Theta Pi is going to do eve thing
-itspower so this doesn't happen to
a very proud and respected
organization.

Dave Roge
Beta Brother

through campus -disrepair

you at, want —

w about
ime as

house appealed that ridiculous
sanction.

walked to class with a
friend of mine, today. We were
enjoying the warm spring
weather we've had all winter.
The only dilemma was that my
friend -waa'on crutches and I
had my hands full with a slide
PT:Ylectiti fired
"Can't
this
believe
--Weather." we kept saying.
"Can't believe this ice,"
my friend said.
With his backpack wrapped
snuggly around his shoulders
and his body hunched forward,
my buddy_planted his crutches
into the mid-day meltdown of
ice and shads. In less than an instant the crutches slid out from
underneath him and he crashed onto the ground in front of
Little Hall.
"Oh my!" I exclaimed. I set
down my things and squatted
beside nwirdirattiftrift-Wkting wet slush.
His wrists wrenched around
and the backpack setting on tw

Commentary by Steve Pappas

of his head he bellowed a cloud
of obscenities that is still hanging over Bangor.

helped 'him straighten-bk.
glasses. He stood, brushed off
the slush and sorely continued
toward Little Hall.
"Maybe a shovel,some sand
"I'll call someone about
or salt, anything to relieve us of it.
this cowfudgc!" he said. But.
"It's not like I'm injured
no. Where ice skaters found
esery day. But look at this
glee on the mall, where overcraziness about our campus,"
cautious stooges slipped onto
he spat.
their heads that would make
Students, professors and the
Buster Keaton roll, my buddy
were pussy-footing on ice
like
lay flat at the many applause he
and
hunting for the nearest
had obtained from puerile
patch
of blacktop or even mud
lookers-on.
to not slip on.
We reached the doors to Lit"Why , oh why can't the
Hall, with as much clutter as
tle
Almighty maintenance crett—
I reached for the door
before.
help us," he whined.

and felt nothing. To my surprise there was no bar,
doorknob or even string to pull
that might allow me to open the
door.
Instinctively, I reached for
the other.door. Again,nothing.
"What the hell!?!"
I waddled over to the next set
of doors. My load was getting
heavier with each aggresated
step.
Unbelieveably, there was
nothing to open the door with.
My friend stood in disbelief,
snow still running out of his
ear. "At least that one's got a
bar to open the door with,
he pointed.

Sure enough, there was one
door, out of four, in the front
of oftof the ibudest:academic
buildinp—on campus, that
worked.
"Outstanding." I said.
"I'll call maintenance."
I walked into the class room.
Watched my buddy get himself
seated. I still had a few minutes
before class started. Nature was
calling so I thought this would
be as good a chance as any to
prepare for the hour-long class.
I rushed out of the hall and
watched several people get to
the doorknobless doors and
ponder how they might enter
the building, and I chuckled.
When I got to the door to the
men's room a sign was taped
across the entrance.
You guessed it.
"Out of service."
"I guess I'd better call
maintenance," I said to
myself.

,
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lcontieued from page ja .
most common means ot local
transportation
"Bikes are everywhere. One will
get you, too, if you're not careful,"
he said. "If you want ot get to the
other side of the street, you should
have been born there."
Wilkinson said the sight of
Westerners is no longer a novelty to
the Chinese, but their interest in,
foreigners remains high.
He said it is not unusual to be surrounded by Chinese students who are
eagerto try out their English.

--(continued from page 5)
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by Berke Breathed

tected from me and fropiretbas
me," he said.
In the 29-minute interview, Bundy
said his home life had been normal
but early experiences with pornography had "crystallized" *lent
tendencies within him.
-"I am essentially a normal person.. except for this destructive segment," he said, emphasizing that he
didn't blame pornography for his actions and took full responsibility.
"People need to recognize.. those
of us who are or who have been so
much influenced by violence in the
media, in particular pornographic
violence, are not some kind of inherent monsters. We are your sons
and we are your husbands and we
grew up in regular families. And pornography can reach out and snatch
a kid out of any house today."

Corrections
An article cat the new science
building in the Tuesday's issue
.should have stated that only the surlace materials laboratory on the
rust floor was established by the
stated departments.
It was an editing error.

cLONING AROUND

by Dave MacLachlan
%Mit OK. I SUP,OSE
OrriL0 WRESTI.0461
OUT)1170, 101111

An article in-Wednesday's issue
incorrectly stated the date for the
opening of the planetarium's public
shows. They will run from Feb. 17
to March 4.

Give yourself
a hand
against
breast
cancer
A

1.
Doonesbury

Breast self•exanunation
gory, takes
ordy a few !Tunings and as be per•
formed in the primly dr-70W OWI1
home. It's an onporusit troy you can
detect early and highly curabie breast
cancer.
•
Tato came/•fysar body ad
hfe

B`tiGikf
—IRY TRUertkr

Make breast self-examinatron a part of
your monthly routine And we your
doctor regularb for chrucal exams and
advice on mammography
For a tree pi'mptilei about breast yell
eitarrunation, call ionir loctl Arnencan
Coker Society
Vi•C re here t” heir

fl'Amegr.
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Frenette basket
beats :lue Devils
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
With 42 seconds left in the game,
freshman Tracey Frenette gave the
University of Maine women's basketball
team a victory over Seaboard Conference rival Central Connecticut State
University last night, 71-69.
The lead seesawed back and forth
during the game,as the Black Bears and
Blue Devils battled forth. win.
-With five minutes remifiiing in
regulation', the score stood at 62-61, in
favor of the Blue Devils. When
Sophomore Rachel Bouchard hit a pair
of free throws. Maine took the lead for
good.
Julie Bradstreet and Frenetic then
both came up with field goals for the
Black Bears, bringing the score to 6967.

Maine Campus Athlete of the Week

_Central closed the gap, scoring five
straight points before Frenette gave the
Bluk Bears the winning Ivacirot.
Bouchard was the leading scorer of
the game with 29 pots and 16 rebounds. Frenette also hit double figures
with points and rebounds, getting 10
apiece on the night
Leading scorers for the Blue Devils
were sophomore center Keisha Carmichael with 19 points and Ruthy Smith
with 12.
Maine's overall record stands at tlX
and is second in the Seaboard Confern-'
ce at 4-1, behind undefeated Northeastern University. Central drops to
8-6 overall and 3-2 in the conference.
Maine will play its next pair of games
at the University of Vermont on Friday
and Saturday. The games will be played
at '7:30 p.m. and 2 p.m. respectively.

Nets break Adams4
-3-point streak at 79
Boston's Danny Ainge early last season.
EAST atumuseao,N. J.-- One
of the NBA's most incredible streaks • During the 79 games, Adams hit 193
of 530 3-pointers, a respectable percenended before a half-cmpts arena and
tage of .364. The Nuggets were 5128
against a struggling team.
Michael Adams failed to connect as during its run.
a 3-point shot for the first time
games, and his string was broken at /9.
The Nets, struggling at 16-23. said
they planned to shadow Adams, who
For nearly one year. the 5-foot-10
averages 20.9 points per game, but were
Denver Nuggets guard had launched his
also concerned with Alex English, who
unorthodox shots from afar with uncanended up with 43 points Tuesday.---.
ny sr:curacy. JotSaturday night, he hit
- -a league-tying
ht 34iiirmers against
-it was pretty obvious the Nets
Milwaukee. --,wanted to end it," Adams said.
But that performance may have burned him. On Tuesday night at the Brendan Byrne Arena, a streak begun last
Jan, 21 ended,. as _six Adams' slims_
banged' far from the rim in a 117-11S
loss to the New Jersey Nets.
The Nets home court was the only one
Adams failed to master during his
'Weak. The end of the streak was partly
Here are some idle ramblings.
due to the clinging coverage of guards
The University of Maine basketball
-testa Ceti)eriiiJObn saiky, micrthr•- teams are-entering into opposite parts
poor road play of the Nuggets, accor- of their schedules.
ding to both coaches
The men, after a struggle against
1>emer did not play in Boston, Hartford, visit Boston to face NorDetroit or Charlotte during the streak.
theastern Saturday. With a win at
Nuggets coach Doug Moe seemed onBangor under the Huskies' belt, it
ly vaguely aware of the streak's end.
would be a major upset if UMaine
"Our offense stunk. We stood
wins.
around and took jump shots instead of -4
Next will be Canisius at home,
moving the ball," Moe said.
which will be tough, as will the trip
"(Adams) had a bunch of good shots at
to New York in two weeks to face
the three but be just couldn't hit
Siena and Niagara.
t hem ."
The women head for Vermont this
Adams also seemed more concerned
weekend for two games which can bE
about the team's slump.
seen as part of the easier section of
"1 had a mumber of shots, but k just
the Seaboard Conference, not to
mention two home games against
wasn't there tonight," he said. "It
Hartford next weekend.
had to end sometime. I'm just glad I was
able to enjoy it while it lasted. aBut the big-lik-ISIOLlifednesday
will be the women at New HampAdams'added, "What I'd really like
is a winning streak."
shire, where it has been a long time
The Nuggets, 20-20, have lost four
since UMaine has won a game.
The last two years, losses in
straight games and nine straight on the
Durham cost the Black Bears dearly
road.
in terms of winning the conference's
His record appears to be secure for
regular season title and hosting the
some tome. Nuggerts assistant coach
playoffs.
Allan Bristow has predicted that
Both times in the championship
"nobody in our lifetime is foing to
game, UMaine lost on the road to
break this streak."
Boston University.
Adams obliterated the previous NBA
3-point record of 23 games, set by

Brad Russell of the University of Maine's
diving team is this week's Maine Campus athlete
of the week. Brad, a senior from Houston,
Texas, is the Black Bears top diver this
season. Last weekend ma meet versus Northeastern, he won both the 1-meter and
3-meter events. Both of his scores were
seasonal bests. On..the 1-meter, he scored
328,20 andln liteeter he finished with
319.58.

-just rambrm on
win in the post-season tournament
would clinch a top four seeding, but
first things first.
Two wins over Michigan State
wouldn't hurt, either.
•
•
•

Dan Bustard
•••
Although the games this weekend
against Michigan State are important, the UMaine hockeyteam's most
critical games of the season are
against Boston College in Boston
The Eagles are standing in the way
of UMaine being assured home ice
until the Final Four.
For the Black Bears to assure a
similar situation to last year, they
must at least split the two games in
Boston.
This would give UMaine the
regular season Hockey East title. A

Several people have been talking
about the rumor that continues to fly
around concerning New England's
beloved Celtics
The supposed trade would send
Kevin McHale to Dallas for Sam
Perkins and Detlef Schrempf.
Not only would this practically be
impossible under the limitations of
the salary cap, why would the Celts
trade an All-Star for two younger
players who would never have the
same impact?
Such doomsday talk- leads out to
seek a dean-house attitude as Boston
struggles on around the .500 mark,
waiting for Larry Bird to return.
One fan even said that he hopes
that the Celtics don't make the
playoffs so they can enter the lottery
and possibily get the first pick.
I am not a big Celtic fan, but the
day I see this team bag it for the
season in January, a team as
(see BUSTARD page 13)
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Bears rely on jumper Johnson
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
When people go to a track meet, the
most watched athletes are usually the
runners.
But that doesn't bother Dave
Johnson.
Johnson competes in the jumping
events. All three," that is.
But that doesn't bother him, either
The senior looks at doing the triple,
high and long jumps ac fun more than
anything else.
"I've been jumping since I was eight
years old," Johnson said. "I really
enjoy it. I love the hang time and going
in the air."
Johnson goes about the business of
being a top performer for the University of Mainvmen's indoor track team in
a rather happy-go-lucky way.
When he heard that some might Call
him goofy, Johnson commented that he
might expect eccentric or crazy.
"I'm a clown at heart, I guess."
Placing in three events at the North
Atlantic Conference Championship
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COLLEGE WORK/STUDY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
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Senior jumper David Johnson will join his teammates on the UMaine track
team a_s the, take on Northeastern and Bates this weekend in the Beidbome.
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FRIENDS ARE
COMING O
- VER FOR
HORSDOEUVRES
AND REFRESHMENTS
THIS_FRIDAY, _
AROUND 7:00.
PICASSO, WARHOL,
DINE, AND STELLA
ARE GOING TO_BE
HERE, WE HOPE
YOU WILL.:T001P.S. (You better come early.
Picasso usually eats all the cheese 1

Call

Exercise & Tanning

pullo

stress

meet last weekend did a lot for
Johnson's confidence.
"I did hope to do better, but not
much better," Johnson said. "They're
not my best jumps, but they're not my
worst."
Johnson placed third in the high jump
and fourth in the triple and long jumps.
Adjustments have been a major part
of Johnson's career.
After three years at Shippenburg College in Pennsylvania, Johnson came to
UMaine because of the cheaper tuition.
Johnson has been adjusting to two
new coaches, a new program and some
technique changes.
"I was taught the triple jump at the
age of 10 by a pro football player."
Johnson said, "and he taught me
'wrong. I don't even remember his name,
but he didn't last too long in the
NFL."
Health has been problem, although
Johnson has been injury free so far this
year, except for his current cold going
into the Northeastern meet Saturday.
"I've always had an injury. Muscles
(see JOHNSON page 13)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
- MUSEUM OF ART
CARNEGIE HALL

29 Water St. Old T wn
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*Johnson
• pulled or something. There is a lot of
'stress, doing all three jumps. And usually the high jump and the triple jump are
at the same time."
' Johnson thinks the °Maine program
is a good one, but there is pressure involved with two new coaches.
"Being a senior, it is tough with the
adjustments. Emily (new assistant coach
Spitcri) is a good high jump coach. 1
- have had to learn a new approach, and
-this being my senior year. this is my last
chance."
"I think it is amazing that Dave can
do 21!three 'vent' that we pit him and
he scores," Spiteri said. "He has a lot
of energy and work's hard at practice."
"Dave is active all the time," Head
coach Jim Ballinger said. "He is a good
all-around jumper."
An. Johnson has no probrent irith the

*Bustard
traditionladen as Boston, is the day
I turn off the NBA forever.
•••
In reading an Associated Press
story on the future of the San Fransisco 49ers, it was written that the
team must face a tough schedule with
five playoff teams and games against
near-misses such as New Orleans, Indianapolis, the NY Giants and Nev.
England.
Games against playoff tC1111.S_ are
one thing, but to include New
England in this group of so-called
tough games isn't really necessary.
The 49ers shouldn't have much

(continued from page 121
team even though he is relied on for consistent scoring.
"We have two long jumpers and high
jumpers this weekend and I'm the only
triple jumper," Johnson said. "It is
tough to concentrate and get points, but
I'm a team player first and I am happy
with that."
Qualifying for the New England and
IC4A Championships is Johnson's chief
goal, but he believes that goal can be
reached.
"I think I can qualify for New
Englands, but I have to concentrate on
one event at a time. which is hair/1 for
me. The 1C4A's are a little farther out
there, but it can be done, if I stay
healthy."
Johnson looks for a good meet
against Northeastern. "They have some
good jumpers and I like competition. I
hope that they can push mc.
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ROC (Residents On Campus)is going to start a
campus wide escort service This is run by students
for student5 we need YOU to make this work
Attend the information session on

Thursday, January 26Th
Wells Lounge
6pm
-

--(continued from page
trouble with the Patriots next year
I know it is a little early for football
predicitions. but I don't think I am
going out on too much of a limb.
•••
dear brother Joe,
By the was,
Husson losing to Southern Maine the
other night after leading heavily in
the First half is just another reason
why they would not beat our men's.
itioop team
Dan Bustard is a junior journalism
major who has a tendency to ramble
on about just about anything if given
the chance.

help make YOUR campus a
safer place
Applications are avoilable from
ROC Office, 3rd Floor Memorial Union

581-1760

Student Government Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union

581-1785

Jessie Feldman. 209 Kennebec Hall

581 -4533±,__

Sheri Badger, 417 Penobscot Hall

58l-4ô49

ATTENTION RIDERS or TEM DVS
N

***Bus Stop Relocation Notice***

Bangor/Brewer
_Hampden/Veazie
Orono/Old Town

•Effectiveianuary 30 the BUS-to
Orono-Old Town-Bangor will pick up in the
Hauck Auditorium Circle, Memorial Union
111.,1
-4

It WILL NOT stop at Fogler Library.

IE

The bus schedule will remain the same.

1111.111111111
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"FloJo" is top woman athlete

-

..11116

NEW YORK(AP) — Florence Griffith Joyner, the Queen of Seoul, who orchestrated three golden hits and one
silver at the Summer Olympics and
authored two record-smashing performances during 1988, Wednesday was
named The Associated Press Female
Athlete of the Year.
Griffith Joyner kept the award in the
family.
JoynerKersee, was the 1987 winner.
"FloJo" brought attention to herself
not only- with sensational accomplishments on the track, but also
with her dazzling racing attire; her
Mandarin-like fingernails, her flashy
rings, her flowing hair and her radiant
smile.
Still, it was her track performances
that were most influential in helping
Griffith Joyner win the award over such
outstanding candidates as West German
Steffi Graf, only the third women's tennis player to win the Grand Slam;
Joyner-Kersee, a double Olympic gold
medalist; American Olympic swimming
star Janet Evans; East German Katarina
Witt, the Olympic figure skating gold
medalist, and East German Kristin Otto, winner of six Olympic swimming
gold medals.

Griffith Joyner, who won Olympic
gold medals in the 100-meter and 200tretiet dashes and the 400-meter relay,
along with a silver in the I,600-meter
relay and set world records in the 100
and 200 during 1988, collected 549
points in balloting by a national panel
of 155 sports writers and broadcasters.
She received 78 first-place votes, 48
seconds and 15 thirds. Points were
alioted on a 5-3-i basis.
Graf, winner of the U.S., French and
Australian Opens and Wimbledon,
along with the Olympic gold rseA.1,
completing a "Golden Slam," finished second with 420 points. She had 49
firsts, 46 seconds and 37 thirds.
Joyner-Kerset, winner of the Olympic gold medal in the heptathlon with a
world-record 7,291 points, breaking the
mark of 7,215 she had set earlier in the
year at the U.S. Olympic Trials, and
Olympic champion in the long jump
with a Games' record leap of 24 feet,
3½ inches, was third with 183 points,
including 13 first-place votes.
She was followed by Evans, who on
three Olympic golds and set one world
record, with 123 points, including 9
first-place votes; Win, the skating
perfectionist, with 62 points, and Otto,

CASH PRIZES: $50 Best of Show
$25 First Place, Color
$25 First PIii, Black and White
Any UM/University College
student. faculty or staff member
who is an amateur photographer.
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the first woman to win six Olympic
golds, with 31 points.
'I.i a g-rcat honor," Ge""
Joyner, 29 said, "especially when you
go up against competition like that."
"It's amazing that success has come
so late in life. But maybe it was fortunate, because it's possible I wouldn't
have been able to handle it, if I were
younger."
Griffith Joyner, the fit-it Will-lief to
win the women's award since Chi Cheng
in 1970, and Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher Ore! Hershiser, the AP's Male
Athlete of the Year for 1988, will be
presented their awards by the Tampa,'
Fla., Sports Club on Feb. 24.
The world's fastest woman sprinted
into prominence athletically and
f..binnobly Aisrir.g the (Myrnpic Trish,
at Indianapolis in July, when she blazed into the record books with a worldrecord clocking of 10.49 seconds for the
100 meters.
She did not clip just a couple of hundredths of a second off the mark of
10.76, held by countrywoman Evelyn
Ashford, as often is the case when sprint
records are broken, she obliterated it by
nearly three-tenths of a second.
In addition, she shattered the
American record in the 200, lowering it
from 21.81 to 21.77, and captivated

onlookers with her racy racing outfits,
featuring one-legged suits and an
a

OIltr‘tim.

"

Then, at Seoul, where she spruced up
her red, white and blue U. S. bodysuit
with a white belt and painted her nails
a sparkling red, white and blue, FloJo
joined a select group of tripk track and
field women gold medalists.
She won the 100 in 10.54, an Olympic record. She won the 200 in 21.34, an
Olympic and world record, again
smashing the previous world mark of
of
21.7! by an e_Stnr.withiPe Margin,
a second. She ran on the winning
400-meter relay team and she ran a
gallant anchor kg on the 1,600 -meter
relay team that went under the existing
world record but finished second to the
Since the trials and the Games, Griffith Joyner's international acclaim has
soared at remarkable speed.
Requests by the thousands have come
to her business manager Gordon Baskin —
for commercial endorsements, speaking
engagements, magazine stories, cover
photos, television appearances and
movie roles.
Griffith Joyner has heen selecting her endorsements and appearances •
judiciously, but this year, her earnings
are expected to exceed SI million.

generouF piateluil of pasta,
cheese and fresh lean meat
smothered In David's own _
sauce. Plus oven ivanned garlic
biad and cold, crisp salad for
,a budget pleasing. price,

restaurant
28 Mill St, Orono, ME 04473 207/866-4200
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Residential Life islooking for students of all majors. The job of the Resident Assistant
involves multiple roles and responsibilities. The job is directly related to the goals of the
residence hall systems which include:

I. To foster an environment favorable to intellectual
growth.
2. To promote democratic group/government.
3. To promote individual student development, both
personal and social.
4. To provide programs within residence halls that meet
the cultural, educational,'and recreational needs and
•
interests of students.

5. To provide counseling and referral services.
6. To aid individual studerts in developing responsibili ty and accountability for their behavior..
7. To provide a physical facility that is conducive tot
meeting the above goals.
a
I.

If you are interested in a Resident Assistant position please attend one of the
Information Sessions.

1
1
1
1
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WHAT WILL POTENTIAL
EMPLOYERS BE LOOKING FOR
IN YOU?
•

LeadershipOtelevant Experience, People Skills,
Effective Communication, Confidence, Good

References.
R.A.s speak out oboiii-theii-RATIiih-7—
haye found that during my job interviews my R.A. job
has been the main topic of interest to potential employers.
I have a lot of other experience in my academic field. but7.____.
they still focus On my R.A. job the most'
Lori Taylor
YOSIt Village
- •"The RA. job is a vaivable_life experience that teadeas
time management. reeponsibility, and how to effecthaly--oI relate to others.
As well as these practical skills. we • .-have had
opportunity to make lots of new friends and to
'personally grow as individuals and as a team.Kim White - Arse* COW
,
Hope Libby
Kim Akeley
U. Kathy Wilson
Dale Frechette
Mark Lewis Present 1-Fsitrier
Penobscot R.A.s
became a resident assistant. because it was a good
111I "I
• opportunity for me to develop myself_ I had been yen acme
-I socially in my country. The R.A. job gave me again the chance
1 to be soda&
here in America. I really enjoy my job assisting
studentsjesp4riatly international students). 1 am getting a
iot of experience being a resident assistant. When I came
here as a foreign student. I did not know anything about
America's ways, but now I have learned much. When I go back to
I my country. I will have some administrative job expenence
which will be useful for the future. Also. the R.A. class hai
I helped me to develop my leadership skills. confidence. time
I management and my self identity skills.Moan Natieem Riot
R.A. Estabroalss.
focus
R.A.
not
I
do
• When I think about my past year as an
I'on the negative attributes of my job. I don't concentrate on
I that loud party that occured every weekend, or that obnoxious
•'resident who made me want to mein or even the frintrating
fproblem that wouldn't go away. -I remember the respect-I
received from my residents. the thanks and appreciation after
I putting on a program and the smile from the person down the
I hall who felt I helped them just a little.Cheryl L. Francis
R.A. Hancock

Make it easierfor-themio_ see...
.become a Resident Assistctnth•

R.A. INFORMATION
SESSIONS SCHEDULE
Information for fall 1989 positions
Tim

kit&

FINAL SESSION ii
Meru*, Amery 26

4:30-6:30PN

Alawariel Usion

Sega Lamp
•

FINAL SESSION II

••The sessions are for both on
,
campus and off-campus
students.
••Students
attend an information session to obtain an application.
••Students need to attend the entire session from begir
ning to end. (approx. 2 hours)
''Students who attended an information session in
November, but did not hand in their application for the
accelerated process may use the same application for this
process.Applications and references due in South Campus
Office,York Hall, by NOON February 10.
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AMSTERDAM GUITAR TRIO

AMERICAN INDIAN DANCE
1-11lEATRE
fr

EUOT FELD-BALLET

•

-

FLYING KARAMAZOV
BROTHERS

SHANGHAI QUARTET

• 40=2.7"---r.
r
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_ 42nd STREET

McCOY TYNER TRIO

McLAIN FAMILY BAND

•se your UNA:, ID to get
kets to these shows:
7
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iCKetS are stfflavailable.for all of thetrea per ormances:
r Comprehensive Fee entitles you to tickets to Subscription Series events at the Maine Center for the
Arts. Students who are registered for 12 or more credit hours may obtain 2 event tickets per semester (1 ticket
to each of 2 events, or 2 tickets to a single event). Students who are registered for at least 6 credit hours, but less
than 12 are entitled to 1 ticket per teinester. We held at least 480&k1or UM stud-ft10efolevay
performance listed below,even though some of these events are already sold out to the general public (noted
with *).

_

Please note that from tune is thsa;:ether Am;ire scheduled at the Coder. raw other special events are not part of our Subscription Series and
are thus not available to UM students under Ow Comprehensive Fee program In most cases, special events err offered to UM students at a special
prier not available to the public.

• January 27: Bill Crofut with the
Portland Symphony Orchestra
• February 5: Christopher O'Reilly
(Piano Recital)
.

• April 2: New Stockholm Chamber
Orchestra with Igor Kipnis,
Harpsicord
• April 6: Eliot Feld Ballet

•

tr February 10: American Indianince .0 April 21-23: 42nd Street - Broadway
Theatre
Musical!
•February 17: Amsterdam Guitar Trio
1:t April 30(2 shows). The Flying
•Februluy 25: McCoi Tyner Trio(Jazz)
Karamazor_Brothers
•February 26: Shanghai Quartet
• May 5: The McLain Family Band

Special Nate: •
Any tickets %%filch
are not claimed by
UM students as of
February 3rd w•
be released for
!sale to the general
'public, so please
Make your
dOcision as soon as
po4sible!

TO GET YOUR TICKETS,JUST BRING YOUR VALID UM STUDENT ID TO THE BOX OFFICE
Box Office Hours: Monday-Friday,10:00 am.-3:00 pan. & one and one-half hours before every event.

MAINE CunENTER
F9R THE ARTS
Maine,omno
•

,

